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Directions: Have an adult help you.
1.  Take a small section of hair close to 
your temple, split it in half.
2.  Twist the bottom half over the top 
half.
3.  Let the former top half fall and pick 
up a new piece from underneath.
4.  Repeat steps 2-3 by twisting the new 
bottom piece over the top piece.
5.  Once you reach the middle of the 
back of your hair, secure with a clip and 
save for later.

6.  Repeat on the opposite side. Once 
both sides are finished, tie them 
together with a hair elastic.
7. Divide the loose ends into 2” sections 
and create waves with your curling iron. 
Lightly dust with hair spray.
7.  Finish the look by gently loosening 
the twist with 
your fingers.
8. Weave in 
several flowers.

You will need: Hair clip | Hair elastic | Hair spray | Curling iron | Flowers

AURORA WATERFALL TWIST

Add rhinestones and golden embellishments like the 
ones in Disney’s Maleficent to finish the Aurora dress.

collar dress

belt sleeve

embellishments

Create a 
long belt 
from your 
left-over 
fabric to tie 
around the 
waist.

Layer a peasant shirt under 
your dress and tie it so that 
it peeps out from under 
your dress.

Use this pattern 
to create the 
medieval style 
Aurora Dress.

Gather the sleeves 
from the wrist along 
the top and secure.

AURORA 
DRESS



Have an adult help you with this activity.

Step 1:  Glue your ball to the top of your stick. If your stick is 

tapered, your thick end should be the top. 

Step 2:  Roll out 6 pencil-sized, 12 inch lengths of modeling clay. 

Step 3: Drape your clay strands over the ball on top of your stick, 
crisscrossing them in areas and shaping them to look like 
roots or vines holding the ball. 

Step 4:  Wrap the rest of your staff in a layer of modeling clay about 
1/8–1/4 inch thick. 

Step 5:  Blend and texturize the clay to make it look as natural as 
possible. Let dry. 

Step 6:  Paint the entire exterior of the staff except for the ball. 
Making sure to get paint into the crevices. Use a finer brush 
to paint the clay pieces wrapped around the ball on top.  
Let dry. Then, lightly paint brown over the surface using 
a flat or foam brush. You should still see hints of black 
underneath and in the grooves and cracks. Let dry. 

Step 7:  Carefully paint the ball on top between the strands of 
colored wood-like clay. Start by bushing on a thin layer of 
blue, then, add your yellow highlights. Play with  
different blending techniques until you  
achieve the desired effect.  

You will need:  

o A Stick 
About 4 feet in 

length and  

1 inch round  

o Modeling Clay 
The non-toxic kind from  

your local craft store  

o A Ball 
Clear plastic, 3 inch tree 

ornament works great.

o Acrylic Paint & Brushes
Brown and black for the 

staff. Blue and yellow for 

the ball.  

o Glue
Hot glue works best but 

another non-toxic glue may 

be used.
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SCEPTER

Instructions

Fashion Your Very Own 
Maleficent Scepter



Young Maleficent Look

WINGS & HORNS CRAFT
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You will need: A sturdy headband | 2 cardboard toilet paper rolls | Paper towels| Aluminum foil  
| A roll of self-adhesive bandage | Hot Glue | Brown acrylic (non-toxic) paint

Have an adult help you. Step 1: Create your first horn shape by stuffing your toilet 
paper roll with rolled up paper towels. Allow the paper towels to stick out of one 

side of the roll. Step 2: Wrap your paper towel and roll with aluminum foil several 
times then shape your first horn into the curve shape of one of Maleficent’s horns. Your 

horn should be about 12 inches in length, 1 inch at the base and tapered to a point. 
Step 3: Create your second horn shape, same as the first. Making them look at similar as 

possible. Step 4: Wrap your horn shapes in self-adhesive bandage. Try wrapping each of them the same way 
to make them look uniform. Step 5: Use hot glue to attach your horns to your headband, in a position similar to 

Maleficent’s horns. Step 6: Wrap 5 inch lengths of bandage under the headband and up the sides of each horn, then, wrap the bandage up 
the sides with additional bandage around the horn shape. Step 7: Paint your horns with brown acrylic (non-toxic) paint and let dry. 

YOUNG MALEFICENT HORNS 

YOUNG MALEFICENT WINGS 
You will need: Corrugated cardboard 48” x 48” | Cotton batting or foam 1 inch thick 54” x 54” sheet 
| 2 sheets of feather patterned fabric 54” x 54” | Elastic straps | Adhesive spray | Fabric tape  
| Box cutter | Scissors | Sharpie or Crayon | 4 large, heavy-duty safety pins | Black duct tape

Have an adult help you. Step 1: Fold your cardboard in half along the corrugated ribbing. Step 
2:  Draw the half wing shape shown in the diagram on your cardboard. Step 3: Use a box cutter to 
carefully cut out the shape. Step 4: Open up your cardboard shape, place on top of your foam or 
batting sheet, then, use scissors to cut your batting or foam sheet 2–3” larger than your cardboard 

shape. Step 5: Cut your feather pattern fabric out 1–2” larger than your  batting or foam sheet, making 
sure your feather pattern is positioned correctly like in the picture. Then, cut your second piece out to the 

same size and shape as your cardboard. Step 6: Use spray adhesive to attach your batting to the center of 
your wing-shaped cardboard. Step 7: Flip your board over, then, wrap and attach your additional 2–3” batting 

edge to the cardboard using fabric tape or spray adhesive along the edge. Step 8: Repeat steps 6 and 7 to attach 
your larger fabric shape to the outside of your batting or foam wrapped board. Step 9: Cover up the excess fabric 

wrapped around the inside edge of your wings with your second, smaller, piece of fabric.  Use adhesive to position the 
overlaying fabric in place.  NOTE: This step is meant to clean up the inside look of your wings. Hemming, stitching and/painting may also be 
used per your discretion. Step 10: Position your wings on your back where you want them to stay and have someone 
mark the areas where you want your elastic straps to attach. Your attachment points should be under your armpit 
and directly above on your shoulder. Cut your elastic bands to size leaving an extra 4 inches to attach (2”) at top on 
bottom. Attach your bands to your marks using heavy-duty safely pins. Try on and adjust as needed. Once your bands 
are attached in correct position, cover the safely pins with black duct tape to protect from potential pin opening. 

Recreate the magical forest look of young Maleficent!
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